The RSH050 report is created to assist FPMs with monthly/quarterly research transaction reconciliation
between SAP and MaestroCare.

Overview
Reconciliation is performed between SAP and MaestroCare on the basis of either:
(1) Charge amounts and number of charges matching between the two systems
- or (2) Sum of the amounts matching between the two systems

There are two reconciliation tests performed in the report, shown in Box 1 and 2 below. These use
slightly offset date ranges for each source, to account for post date differences between SAP and
MaestroCare (charges typically post in Maestro 1-5 days after SAP).

Box 1 is reconciliation from the SAP perspective, or in other words, compile all SAP transactions
for the fund code within the date range selected, and pull the MaestroCare transactions for the offset
date range.
Box 2 is the MaestroCare perspective, showing all Maestro transactions for the selected date
range, then pulling the SAP transaction set for the offset date range.

Shown above are the date ranges used in each reconciliation. Consider a payment posting to SAP on
4/30. With the posting date offset, if the user has selected to report on activity in May, then SAP activity
from 4/30 must be considered when reconciling May transactions in MaestroCare.

Conversely, from the SAP perspective (Box 1), a transaction posting to SAP on 5/31 is likely not going to
post in MaestroCare until 6/1, so the MC Dates Applied will extend to 6/1.

Reconciliation Status
The reconciliation status indicates whether the report determines that the two sources reconcile.

In cases where there is not a 1:1 reconciliation on charge amounts, but the totals match, the report will
show “Yes (see Details below)”

In this case, the -1389.54 charge is line-item matched in both systems, but all other MaestroCare
charges are totaled and match one SAP transaction of -8920.64.

When reconciliation occurs, but is not on a line-item basis as in this case, the Reconciliation Details
section list the charges used in the reconciliation.

Reconciliation Details - Charge Listing
The latter half of the Reconciliation Details section displays the list of transactions from each source,
side-by-side, sorted by Date and the Transaction amount. If there is a line item match, these should
align cleanly to allow the user to see details for each charge in both systems.
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The “No” Reconciliation Status

If the report cannot reconcile the two systems, it will return “No” as the status, and list the mismatches
in the Reconciliation Details section, and the amounts are highlighted in the Charge Listing section to
allow them to be investigated.

Likely causes for activity in SAP but not in MaestroCare is that
(1) the transactions were subsequently reversed in SAP in a different period
(2) Payment was not matched to a MaestroCare charge
In this case, the total of the unreconciled transactions is 990.08.

To troubleshoot, note the “View All SAP Transactions” and “View All MC Transactions” links display
transactions from each system for all time.

Viewing all SAP transactions and searching on the mismatched amount, we find a reversal in that
amount posting on July 14 (the reconciliation logic, run for 4Q, could not find this transaction).

Below is another example of a reversal in SAP occurring in a different period.

…..

Fund Code Changes
Fund codes being changed in the middle of a month/quarter will often result in a failed reconciliation, as
the date of the fund code change on the MaestroCare research record is not indicative of the actual date
of the fund code change in SAP.
The report attempts to identify when fund codes have changed in MaestroCare, providing a column for
the fund code as of the post date, and the Current Fund Code for the study.
If a different fund code is noted in MaestroCare on the report, it is recommended to run both
individually and manually review the results.

